
     Worksheet 

                 Tenses 

There are three main tenses (forms of verbs) 

1. Present tense - the time that is passing 

2. Past tense       – the time that has passed 

3.  Future tense – the time to come  

For example – the farmer works in the field.{ present}   

                            The farmer worked in the field.{ past}  

       The farmer will work in the field.{future} 

Each of these 3 main tenses has four kinds: 

1. Simple or indefinite – He always speaks truth. 

2. Continuous                 -  Children are  playing badminton. 

3.  Perfect        -  Ram has completed his work. 

4.  Perfect continuous   -  She has been writing a letter since  o  clock. 
Present tense  

Q1} Fill in the blanks with correct form of the verbs given in bracket.{present 

indefinite.} 

1. My grandfather _____________________ short stories at bedtime.{tell} 

2. Two and two _______________ four.{make} 

3. When evening _____________, it ____________________ dark.{come,become} 

4. The sun ___________ in the east and _____________ in the west.{rise,set} 

5. We _______________ our native place during summer holidays.{visit] 

Q2} Fill in the blanks by changing the verbs in the bracket into present perfect 

tense. 

1.we ________________ the marina beach.{ visit} 

2. our team _____________________ the match.{ win} 
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3.they _______________________ the story.{ read} 

4. the weather _____________________ now.{improve} 

5.the farmers ______________ not ___________________ the field.{plough} 

Q3} fill in the blanks with continuous form of verbs. 

1}my father _________________________________ some research work nowadays.{do} 

2.the fan ___________________________________{move} 

3. I ______________________________________ abroad next month.{go} 

4. we _________________________________ a house at our native place.{build} 

5.rupa and shilpa ___________________________________________.{laugh} 

Q4} identify the tense in the following sentences and change the tense of the 

sentence into the tense given in the bracket. 

1. Sabita plants the trees.{continuous } 

 

 

2. He is preparing for the exams.{perfect tense} 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Tiger is roaring in the jungle.{indefinite} 

 

4. Children have done the given assignment.{continuous} 

        _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. The peon have already rung the bell.{indefinite} 

        _____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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